
How can you use Riskline’s products?

About Riskline

Review high-level destination assessment 
Give travellers what they need to know and provide them 
with accurate entry requirements and travel, health and 
safety info at the location. Centralise data and save time on 
online research from multiple sources.

Help travellers prepare for the trip post-booking
Provide all necessary information in traveller’s language, not 
over-comprehensive nor too bite-sized. Overall destination 
safety landscape or issues, pre-travel advisories, 
personalised info for female and LGBTQ+ travellers.

Leverage destination risk info for Trip approval tools
Know the risk levels for a city or country so you can 
proceed with trip approval. With booking details and your 
threshold for policy, see when a destination is at higher risk 
and easily send the trip for approval.

Stay informed on what can impact their trip
Discover which travellers can be impacted and pass on 
realtime alerts. Have the ability to adjust travel plans and 
save costs. All APIs, dates, locations can be matched 
easily to itineraries.

With over a million users empowered each month, Riskline 
is a travel risk intelligence solution that helps TMCs keep 
travellers informed. We address the needs of a modern-
day traveller and the challenges companies face to 
deliver valuable insights related to safety, health, entry 
requirements, and disruptions prior and during travel. 

Based across 22 countries spanning 11 time zones, 
working in 18 different languages, Riskline operates 24/7, 
365 days a year providing realtime travel risk data.

Be aware of travel disruptions, save resources and smoothen the travel experience.

www.riskline.com

contact@riskline.com
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Travel Risk Intelligence for TMCs

Travel managers, are you tired of having too many suppliers? 
Riskline helps you narrow down intelligence suppliers,  
being your one and only source of information.

WorldInsights™ – Travel risk data for every step of the journey
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Use Case

https://riskline.com/?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=one-pager&utm_campaign=TMC_Usecase
https://riskline.com/?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=one-pager&utm_campaign=TMC_Usecase
mailto:contact%40riskline.com?subject=TMC%20Enquiry
https://twitter.com/riskline
https://www.linkedin.com/company/riskline/
https://www.youtube.com/@riskline5140
https://riskline.com/?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=one-pager&utm_campaign=TravelInsurance_Usecase

